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PLITVICE LAKES 

ZAGREB 

ROVINJ 

Opatija 

SPLIT 

Motovun 

DUBROVNIK 

Ston 

Zadar 

Varazdin 

Rastoke 

LEONIDASTRAVEL 



Summary (8 nights) 

 
 

Zagreb 2 nights (15/10 – 17/10) 

Hotel 5* Esplanade  

15/10 07:05PM Car & Driver Transfer from airport to hotel Esplanade  

            09:00PM Welcome dinner 

16/10   10:00AM Site inspection of the Hotel Esplanade 

10:30PM Excursion Private excursion from Zagreb including visit to Varazdin 

    Lunch at Zlatne Gorice Restaurant 

         Sightseeing tour of the city Zagreb (private visit and dinner included) 

17/10   09:30AM Car & Driver transfer to NP Plitvice Lakes 

           12:00PM Specials Stop at Rastoke village and Lunch  

    Excursion to the National Park Plitvice Lakes with guide (entrance depends 

      on the weather) 

07:00PM Dinner at Fenomen Restaurant  

               

Plitvice Lakes 1 night (17/10 – 18/10) 

Hotel 4* Fenomen  

18/10  08:30AM Site inspection of Fenomen and Ethno Houses 

  10:00AM Car & Driver transfer NP Plitvice Lakes to Rovinj Stop in Opatija for site  

     inspection of hotel Bevanda and lunch 

            04:30PM Arrival in Rovinj, Hotels: Adriatic 

  07:00PM Dinner  
 

 

 

Rovinj (Istria) 2 nights (18/10 – 20/10) 

18/10 – 19/10 

Hotel 4* Adriatic  

19/10    09:00AM   Sightseeing Private half day sightseeing tour of Rovinj with professional       

       English speaking guide including site inspection of hotels 

              12:00PM   Lunch at Tikel agrotourism 

              02:00PM   Sightseeing tour of Motovun village 

              03:00PM   Wine tasting at Kozlovic winery  

        Transfer to Monte Mulini and site inspection followed by Dinner  

               

19/10 – 20/10 

Hotel 5* Monte Mulini  

20/10 08:00AM Car & Driver transfer Rovinj to Split with stop in Zadar  

           12:30PM Site inspection of hotelsand Lunch followed by sightseeing tour of Zadar 

           05:30PM Welcome drink and site inspection at hotel Park 

           07:00PM Sightseeing tour of Split with foody tour 

 



Split 1 night (20/10 – 21/10) 

Hotel 5* Park   

21/10   09:00AM Site inspection of hotels: Vestibul, Judita Palace and Radisson 

 11:00AM Car & Driver transfer Split to Dubrovnik with stop in Ston 

 02:00PM Specials Oyster tasting in Ston with lunch 

             05:00PM Welcome drink at hotel Pucic Palace 

 06:00PM Sightseeing tour of Dubrovnik and meeting with the guides 

    Dinner at venue  

 

Dubrovnik 2 nights (21/10 – 23/10) 

21/10 – 22/10 

Hotel 5* Pucic Palace 

22/10   09:00AM Old town port and speedboat around the Dubrovnik walls 

  10:00AM Short sightseeing of Cavtat and Cooking class in Konavle  

04:00PM Site inspection of ALH hotels and gala dinner at Excelsior 

            

22/10 – 23/10 

Hotel 5* Excelsior 

23/10   06:30AM Car & Driver transfer from hotel to airport 

Flight departure time: 08:30AM 

 

 

INCLUDED: 

• Airfare (please see application form) 

• Hotel accommodations 

• All transfers 

• Tours as per itinerary 

• Meals as per itinerary 

• Hotel inspections as per itinerary 

• Taxes  

• International air, into Zagreb (ZAG), return from Dubrovnik (DBV) 

 

EXCLUDED: 

• Alcoholic beverages if not pointed differently 

• Tips & Gratuities  

• Travel Insurance 

 

 

 



ZAGREB HOTEL ESPLANADE 
 

Elegant Five-star Luxury Hotel in Zagreb, Croatia Dating back to 1925, the Regent Esplanade Hotel 

Zagreb is one of the most famous and elegant buildings in Zagreb. Originally built to service passengers 

arriving on the Orient Express, the hotel is world-renowned for its impeccable service and legendary 

hospitality standards.  

The Esplanade has hosted many celebrities who left their mark on the 20th century. Among those who 

have signed the guest book include Josephine Baker, Charles Lindbergh, Orson Wells, Liv Ullman, Louis 

Armstrong and Woody Allen. This iconic hotel in Zagreb, Croatia seamlessly combines stylish luxury 

and convenience, providing exquisite accommodation in Zagreb. The hotel offers five-star 

accommodation right in the heart of the city.  

Check-in from 03:00pm Check-out 07:00 – noon  Approx. 0.62 miles from the city center 

Facilities Terrace / Sun Deck / Spa / Fitness center / Sauna / Non-smoking rooms possible / All Spaces 

Non-Smoking (public and private) / Free Wi Fi in all areas 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

PLITVICE FENOMEN PLITVICE 
 

Located 2.9 km from Plitvice Lakes National Park - Entrance 2, Holiday Park Fenomen Plitvice provides 

accommodation in Plitvička Jezera. Free WiFi is provided. All units are equipped with a TV and a fully 

equipped kitchenette with a microwave. A fridge and stovetop are also available, as well as a kettle. 

Breakfast is available daily, and includes continental and buffet options. At the holiday park you will 

find a restaurant serving Grill/bbq cuisine. A Dairy-free option can also be requested. Holiday Park 

Fenomen Plitvice offers a children's playground. If you would like to discover the area, cycling is 

possible in the surroundings. Plitvice Lakes National Park is 3 km from the accommodation.  

Spacious Studio Deluxe apartment with big double or twin beds, fully equipped kitchen and modern 

bathrooms with shower. 

Check-in from 03:00pm   Check-out until 01:00pm    Near the Plitvice lakes 

Facilities Outdoor fireplace / Outdoor furniture / Garden / Air conditioning / Heating / Parking 

 

 

 

  

 

 



ROVINJ HOTEL ADRIATIC 
 

Completely renovated in 2015, Hotel Adriatic is a luxurious boutique hotel situated in the heart of 

Rovinj’s lively Old town. Offering views of the harbour, St. Catherine's Island or the Main Square, each 

suite is fitted with design furniture and local art. Guests can relax at 2 on-site bars and a brasserie style 

restaurant.  

Hotel Adriatic, one of the best hotels in Opatija, offers a pleasant environment and a cosy atmosphere. 

It is a place for enjoyment and relaxation – a perfect choice for your business meetings and events. 

The hotel is located near the sea, along the beautiful "Lungomare" promenade. 

Decorated with original art works by contemporary artists, all suites are air-conditioned and comprise 

a SMART TV, minibar and coffee/tea making facilities. Modern-style bathrooms include a hairdryer and 

free toiletries. Free WiFi is available throughout the hotel. The closest rocky public beach is a 15-minute 

walk away.Pula Airport is at a distance of 40 km away. Free private parking is available outside the 

pedestrian zone.  

Check-in from 03:00pm Check-out until 11:00am   Approx. in the city center 

Facilities Terrace / Air conditioning / Free Wi-Fi / Non-smoking rooms 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ROVINJ HOTEL MONTE MULINI 
 

Hotel Monte Mulini is a 15-minute walk from central Rovinj. It is surrounded by a lush, centuries-old 

protected nature park and overlooks a bay. The Monte Mulini Art Wellness area is spread over 10,700 

ft². It includes indoor and outdoor pools, saunas, a gym and a Mediterranean garden.  

The deluxe rooms on higher floors enjoy an area of 39 square meters and have a balcony overlooking 

the sea. The rooms are decorated in warm and natural materials. All rooms have luxuriously appointed 

bathroom with two washbasins, bathtub, separate walk-in shower, hair dryer, bathrobes and slippers. 

The room type is available in king or twin bed configuration. Rooms with king bed are furnished with 

additional non-reclining sofa and rooms with twin beds have comfortable armchair. 

Check-in 01:00pm – midnight Check-out 06:00am - 11:00am  Approx. 1.4 miles from the city center 

Facilities Outdoor pool (seasonal)/ Indoor pool (all year) / Private beach area / Sauna / Fitness center 

/ Spa and wellness center / Hot tub / Free Wi-Fi / Non-smoking rooms possible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPLIT HOTEL PARK 
 

Hotel Park has won many awards for quality and was many times the winner in the class of small and 

family-run hotels. Since reopening in the year of 2000, it is the absolute leader in service and quality, 

and the tourism offer of the city of Split. Many historic events took place in the hotel and lot of famous 

and influential figures such as presidents, prime ministers, ministers and other politicians stayed in the 

hotel.  

Hotel Park is an interesting to travelers, because in addition to its long-standing tradition, beautiful 

location it has one of the best cuisines. Park Hotel is the ideal place for those who want to enjoy the 

idyllic atmosphere while being close to all events in the city. 

Check-in from 02:00pm Check-out until noon   Approx. 0.6 miles from the city center 

Facilities Terrace / Sauna / Fitness / Spa / Outdoor pool / Bar / Restaurant / Special Diet Meals (upon 

request) / Free Wi-Fi in all areas / Non-smoking rooms possible / All Spaces Non-Smoking (public and 

private) / Free parking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

DUBROVNIK HOTEL PUCIC PALACE 

  

The Pucic Palace is in the heart of Dubrovnik, steps from Gundulic Square, Church of St. Blaise, and 

Rector's Palace. The Pucic Palace hotel features just 17 luxury rooms and 2 suites creating an exclusive 

and intimate experience, combining authentic features, such as magnificent olive wood parquet floors 

and stone walls, with modern amenities. The stunning, 18th-century Baroque Pucic Palace right in 

Dubrovnik's Old Town, next to the limestone-paved Stradun, combines classic architecture with 5-star 

amenities. It offers free Wi-Fi, a wine bar and a restaurant. 

Double deluxe rooms at our Old Town Dubrovnik hotel accommodation are elegantly appointed with 

antique furnishing and modern conveniences. Room is equipped with satellite TV, international direct 

dial, wireless internet access, air-conditioning, mini bar and safe-deposit box.  

Check-in From 02:00pm Check-out 07:00am – noon In the city center 

Facilities Terrace / Restaurant / Bar / Free Wi-Fi / Nonsmoking room possible 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DUBROVNIK HOTEL EXCELSIOR 

 

One of the finest hotels in the Mediterranean, this luxury five-star hotel is situated just a few steps 

from the Old Town, overlooking the Adriatic Sea. The special atmosphere of the hotel, with its personal 

touch and flawless service, means many guests return year after year to enjoy its hospitality.  

The luxurious enjoy stunning vistas of the island of Lokrum and Dubrovnik Old Town. Spectacular views 

spread from each of the hotel’s four restaurants, panoramic indoor pool and spa area, as well as the 

Excelsior’s private beach. The hotel has a long history since it opened in July 1913. Modern Croatian 

art hangs on the walls, adding a splash of color to the stylish interiors.  

Check-in from 02:00pm  Check-out 07:00am – noon   Approx. 0.55 miles from the city center 

Facilities Private beach area / Indoor pool (all year) / Free Wi-Fi / Nonsmoking room possible 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October the 15th / Arrival in Zagreb 

07:05PM Your personal English-speaking driver will be waiting for You at the arrivals of the 

airport for Your transfer to the Hotel. He will be holding a sign with Your name on it.  

Zagreb, capital of Croatia, on the historic and political threshold between East and West, illustrates 

both the continental and Mediterranean spirit of the nation it spearheads. Croatia’s capital and the 

largest city in the country, is a typical Central European town. It grew out of two medieval settlements 

that flourished for centuries on neighboring hills. Zagreb’s written history dates to the year 1094, when 

a diocese was established there.  

The classicist and secessionist facades of its historical nucleus exude the lofty spirit of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire, but here and there one can also discern the contours of the panoramas of Prague.  

* Total travel time is approx. 30min 

Arrival at Your Hotel  

09:00PM Welcome dinner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.alh.hr/en/hotel-excelsior-dubrovnik/restaurants/
http://www.alh.hr/en/hotel-excelsior-dubrovnik/wellness-and-spa/


October the 16th / Daily tour to Varazdin with 

Zagreb sightseeing  

10:00AM Sight inspection of Hotel Esplanade  

10:30PM Private excursion from Zagreb including visit to Varazdin 

Sightseeing tour of Varazdin 

You will have the opportunity to see some of the most interesting parts of this historical town. Some 

of them are unique well-known cemetery, Old town, Ursuline Church, Franciscan Monastery, 

aristocratic palaces, King Tomislav Square and the Cathedral.  

Varazdin is the city of baroque, Young people, music, flowers and bicycles. „Little Vienna“ with rich 

natural legacy interwoven in parks, a must see destination, located in the North of Croatia on the 

southern bank of the River Drava.  

* Not included: gratuities and items purchased for personal use 

 

 
 

 

Lunch at Restaurant Zlatne Gorice  

After the site inspection You will continue on to Zlatne Gorice Restaurant where You will enjoy in 

traditional lunch. Situated on a beautiful farm surrounded by vineyards, Resort Zlatne Gorice offers a 

complete gastronomic idyll for which every customer who once experienced the magic of the Zlatna 

Gorica coming back to the verified position. You won’t forget this culinary experience, with all original 

flavors of this region. All the food is homemade and has royal taste. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sightseeing tour of the city Zagreb (dinner included) 

You will have a sightseeing of most significant places and sights in Croatian capital such as Upper and 

Lower Town, Cathedral, St. Mark’s Church and House of Parliament, Stone Doors, Croatian National 

Theater, Zrinjevac Park and of course Ban Jelacic Square the heart of the city. The guide will reveal to 

You all the secrets from the history of Croatian capital. As a break from the sightseeing, You will visit 

Zagreb Eye for tea of coffee. Springing up from two medieval settlements - Kaptol and Gradec, which 

form the core of the old Upper Town, it is a true Central European city.  

 

 

 

 

 



October the 17th / Transfer to Plitvice Lakes 

with stop in Rastoke  

09:30AM Car & Driver transfer to NP Plitvice Lakes with stop in Rastoke 

Plitvice lakes consist of 16 lakes located between Mala kapela and Pljesivice in Lika. Per legend, the 

Plitvice lakes were created after a long drought. People, animals and plants, have yearned for water. 

People prayed and prayed. Then in the valley of the Black Queen with her magnificent suite, she took 

pity on the people and with the strong wind and thunder to the ground rain came. Believe it or not, 

the park has been the location for many “spaghetti westerns” and is a famous movie location tourist 

stop for many Germans.  Italian “spaghetti westerns” were also filmed here as well.  The German film, 

Der Schatz im Silbersee (The Treasure in Silver Lake) is probably the most famous film shot here. 

Believe it or not, the first shots of the Yugoslavian war were fired here in Plitvice on Easter Sunday 

1991.   

 

 

 

 

 

12:00PM  Stop at Rastoke village 

Rastoke is a watermill village where most of the houses were built at the end of the 19th and the 

beginning of the 20th century. Because of its extraordinary natural beauties in 1962 Rastoke village 

fell under the protection of the State Directorate for cultural and historical heritage. The legend about 

the fairies in Rastoke is as old as the village itself – while the spoon mills grind the corn and grain all 

night, the millers lit he paraffin lights, sat together and recounted life stories long into the night.  

 

 

 

 

 

Walking tour of Plitvice Lakes  

With Your private guide You will discover this beautiful natural phenomenon, famous for his waterfalls 

and untouched nature. Water comes into the park from nearby mountains.  The key ingredient to the 

water’s blue-green aqua color is the calcium carbonate found in the limestone of the rocks.  These 

minerals flow into the lake and interact with the plants and vegetation in the water to give it the 

beautiful color.   

07:00PM Dinner at Fenomen Restaurant 

 

 

 

 
 

 



October the 18th / Transfer to Rovinj  

08:30AM Site inspection of Fenomen and Ethno Houses 

10:00AM Transfer to Rovinj with stop in Opatija for lunch 

Rovinj is a Croatian fishing port on the west coast of the Istrian peninsula. The old town stands on a 

headland, with houses tightly crowded down to the seafront. A tangle of cobbled streets leads to the 

hilltop church of St. Euphemia, whose towering steeple dominates the skyline. A small Church of St. 

George used to be situated where the Church of St. Euphemia is located today. When St. Euphemia's 

sarcophagus was brought to Rovinj, the Church of St. George became too small for all the pilgrims. In 

the 10th century the people of Rovinj started building a new, bigger church. It was a three-nave church 

with three projected apses and wooden statues of St. George and St. Euphemia. In the beginning of 

the 17th century, a new gold-plated stone statue was erected.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

01:00PM Site inspection of hotel Bevanda in Opatija and light lunch 

The experts have declared Opatija as the first climatic seaside resort on the Adriatic, and you will feel 

its magical allure, at the first steps through its streets, walking along the 12 km long Promenade, 

enjoying the beautiful parks and architecture. Be sure to pay attention to the numerous statues and 

fountains, and then stop at one of the famous Opatija's cafes and restaurants that eternally young, the 

old lady of the compelling past offers. 

It is impossible to list all the names of the famous guests. However, we must not omit Friedrich 

Schüller, the General Director of the Southern Railroad from Vienna and the initiator of the tourist 

development of the city, and Dr. Julius Glax and Theodor Billroth who deserve thanks for assisting in 

the development of health tourism.  

The Angiolina park is one of the lovelies parks in Opatija. In historic documents we find data about the 

development of the park from 1845 to 1860, in the surroundings of Villa "Angiolina", once the property 

of Iginio Scarpa, a great lover of nature. Here many plants brought from the Far East, South America, 

Australia and other parts of the world may be found. The central Opatija park is a horticultural 

monument covering an area of 3.64 hectares. It is divided into 60 fields and about 159 plant species 

grow here. A great number of them originates from distant parts of the world and is not typical of this 

region.  
 

04:30PM Arrival in Rovinj 

07:00PM Dinner 

 

 

 

 

 



October the 19th / Sightseeing of Rovinj 

09:00AM Private half day sightseeing tour of Rovinj with a guide with hotel site inspection  

Rovinj is a unique town with its restricted area resulting in crowded houses, narrow streets and small 

squares, still untouched by modern urbanism. You will see the lower town, the upper town, the Carera 

street, one of the most picturesque on the Mediterranean, the Bridge Square, the Balbi Arch testifying 

to the Venetian presence through the centuries, the historical Montalbano street, artist's Grisia street, 

the imposing church of Saint Euphemia with the Saint's sarcophagus that miraculously approached 

Rovinj harbor in the 9th century.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

12:00PM Lunch at Tikel agrotourism 

After the sightseeing of Rovinj Your driver will transfer You to Agrotourism Tikel for lunch where You 

will enjoy traditional food and wine.  

Istrian gastronomy is very well known.  Istrian history and cultural heritage is very rich and vast, so 

even in the cuisine of this area we can find different influences, from the Italian and Mediterranean to 

Slavic and Austro-Hungarian (Central European) cuisine. Most popular cold appetizer would be 

prosciutto specific for drying in the cold and dry wind “bura”. If you are looking for something new you 

can always try snails in the town of Vodnjan. From warm appetizer you should try is the “manestra od 

bobici” - a thick bean soup cooked with ribs to give it an even better taste. 

 

 

 

 

 

02:00PM Sightseeing tour of Motovun village 

Following Your traditional lunch at Tikel agritourism, You will continue on to Motovun for the 

sightseeing tour of this unique city on a hill. Motovun is located in the northern part of Istria, 

overlooking the Mirna River valley, lies surely the most famous and attractive Istrian medieval town of 

Motovun. This area is abundant with natural beauties due to its biological diveristy, rich flora and fauna 

and good climate. Motovun has become a major tourist attraction due to its recognizable medieval 

shape and great climate. Visitors enjoy walking through the medieval streets, taking in views from the 

city walls and exploring the countryside through various bike and walking trails. The natural beauty of 

the place leaves no one indifferent and it is a perfect place for those who love nature and adventures. 

 

 

 

 

 



03:30PM Wine tasting at Kozlovic winery 

Your next stop is Kozlovic winery, family cellars that are proud in their different types of wines.  

Kozlovic winery with a total surface of 2200 square meters with a cellar for inox and barrique barrels 

was built in 2012. But starting from 90`s when a family cellar becomes the place for commercial wine 

production, thay have been investing continuously into new technologies driven by achieving 

uncompromising quality. Incited by the quest for the final solution which would enable them to 

encircle the technological cycle and provide the adequate place for the wine aging, they decided to 

build the new winery. New winery was created as the place which will satisfy the requirements for 

modern production of high quality and premium wines, reflecting the philosophy of the family. Their 

mission is to preserve union with nature and togetherness of family members who are living with the 

wine and from the wine. New winery was opened just before the harvest 2011. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Transfer to Monte Mulini and site inspection followed by dinner 
 

October the 20th / Transfer to Split with stop in 

Zadar for sightseeing  
08:00AM Car & Driver transfer Rovinj to Split with stop in Zadar  

12:30PM Site inspection of hotels and lunch follow by sightseeing tour of Zadar 

Your tour will start with sightseeing of cultural and historic center of Zadar. During Your sightseeing 

You will discover the most important sights in Zadar including Greeting the Sun installation, Sea Organ, 

Kalelarga's street, St. Stosias’ Cathedral and many more.  

Sea Organ, designed by local architect Nikola Bašić, is unique. Set within the perforated stone stairs 

that descend into the sea is a system of pipes and whistles that exudes wistful sighs when the 

movement of the sea pushes air through it. The effect is hypnotic, the mellifluous tones increasing in 

volume when a boat or ferry passes by. You can swim from the steps off the promenade while listening 

to the sounds. This is a superb spot to peacefully watch the sun go down to the mesmerizing tones of 

Zadar's most popular attraction. 

Zadar is one of the best successes when it comes to merging a turbulent and rich history with modern 

achievements. In a city with the most beautiful sunset, in a maritime archipelago facing a multitude of 

islands and islets, which protect the city from the strong winds, enjoy the symphony of the Sea Organ 

and magical urban light installation Greeting the Sun.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



05:30PM Welcome drink at hotel Park 

07:30PM Sightseeing tour of Split with partial foody tour 

This eternally young city Split has lived its urban rhythm for 1700 years with Diocletian’s palace at its 

heart, which is also the historical centre of the city and a UNESCO world heritage site.  

Today You will be taken on a magical ride where Your guide will highlight the history, culture and main 

town attractions of the historic center of Split. Crafted uniquely You for You the Taste of Split tour will 

combine history sightseeing with stops at three different restaurants, all with the purpose of 

illustrating local traditions with typical regional ingredients and contemporary views of historical 

specialties. In the coastal regions of Croatia, the cuisine has a rather Mediterranean flavor, as you 

would expect, with lots of olive oil used in the preparation. During Your foody tour You will be stopping 

at the renowned Split restaurants where You will enjoy in traditional light meals and top wines of the 

Split region and Croatia. 

Dalmatian cuisine Dalmatian cuisine relies heavily on the fresh fish and seafood that are caught (or 

farmed) offshore.  

 

 

 

 
October the 21st / Transfer to Dubrovnik with  

Oyster tasting in Ston  
09:00AM Site inspection of four hotels: Hotel Park, Vestibul, Judita Palace and Radisson 

11:00AM Car & Driver transfer Split to Dubrovnik with stop in Ston  

You will take a break on Peljesac peninsula in a lovely charming fish town of Ston famous for the longest 

city walls in Europe.  

02:00PM Specials Oyster tasting in Ston with lunch 

The word oyster is used as a common name for a number of distinct groups of bivalve molluscs that 

live in marine or brackish habitats. The valves are highly calcified. There are five species of oysters. All 

of the oyster types hail from only five species. Aside from the water they grow in, what makes these 

bivalves different from each other are the shells.  

Experience the magic of a day trip to Mali Ston bay, learn about shellfish farming that dates back over 

800 years and enjoy the tasting of fresh oysters and mussels just taken out of the sea. Today You will 

experience day trip to nearby Mali Ston bay where local family has grown oysters for generations and 

since 1980, has run the family restaurant. Sailing in a boat, enjoy the untouched natural beauty of the 

protected eco system of Mali Ston bay, along with the sun and the sea in which many small islets "are 

bathing". 

 

 

 

 

 



05:00PM Welcome drink at hotel Pucic Palace 

06:30PM Sightseeing tour of Dubrovnik and meeting with the guides 

Dubrovnik is mainly a cultural destination, which asides from monuments of interest, offers a series of 

cultural events and festivals. Over a thousand-year-old history of Dubrovnik is visible in every part of 

this city. The city is a living museum and a live stage and has an ideal connection between its historical 

past and the modern day. Dubrovnik is mainly a cultural destination, which asides from monuments of 

interest, offers a series of cultural events and festivals.  

With its sublime location, overlooking the calm blue waters of the Adriatic, Dubrovnik is one of the 

world’s most magnificent walled cities. Now a Unesco world heritage site and Croatia’s most up-

market destination, it was once the capital of the wealthy sea-faring Republic of Ragusa. 

Dinner at venue 

 

 

 

 

 

October the 22nd / Dubrovnik sightseeing 

 09:00AM Private speedboat tour around Dubrovnik city Walls 

You will be picked up at the Old town port for Your Speedboat ride around city Walls. During this tour 

You will also have a chance to see Lokrum. The first mention of Lokrum in writing came in 1023, in 

connection with the founding of the Benedictine abbey and monastery. According to legend Richard 

the Lion-Heart was cast ashore here after being shipwrecked in 1192 while returning from the 

Crusades. The vow he made to build a church on the spot where he came ashore should he be saved 

was kept at least in part. Although he came ashore in Lokrum, at the request of the people of 

Dubrovnik, he agreed to have the church built in the city itself. 

10:00AM Short sightseeing of Cavtat with Cooking class in Konavle  

After scenic drive from Dubrovnik we reach Konavle, Your hosts will welcome You with traditional 

liqueurs and figs made in their own production. Next, they will show You through their beautiful 

property and the garden. There Here You will pick up traditional vegetables and fruits. Obtaining the 

necessary ingredients for preparing the traditional meals, dishes and refreshments cooking class 

becomes a very fun journey.  Your private tour will take You to the region of Cavtat, a small township 

in Dubrovnik region. The original city of Cavtat was founded by the Greeks in the 6th century BC under 

the name of Epidaurus. Upon arrival in Cavtat Your tour will take you along the city of Cavtat and You 

will visit the famous Mausoleum of Cavtat´s native family Racic.   

04:00PM Site inspection of ALH hotels and gala dinner at Excelsior 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



October the 23rd / Departure 

06:30AM Private transfer to the airport 

* It is recommended to arrive to the airport two hours before departure.  

 

 

We wish You a wonderful travel 

 

 

Transfers  

Land 

 

Mercedes Sprinter mini bus or similar 

With private English speaking driver 

Airport Zagreb / Hotel in Zagreb 

Zagreb / Rastoke / Plitvice Lakes 

Plitvice Lakes / Opatija / Rovinj  

Rovinj / Zadar / Split 

Split / Ston / Dubrovnik 

Hotel in Dubrovnik / Airport in Dubrovnik 

 

* The color and model of the vehicle may vary depending on the availability 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CROATIA 
TAILOR MADE 

EXPERIENCE 

Emergency call 

+385 99 8266198 

 


